
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-14: Ending With -le/-el

1.  chuckle   Kate's grandpa will chuckle to himself when he reads the comics.    

2.  vowel   Can you think of a word that begins and ends with a vowel?   

3.  channel   Adam gets annoyed when his sister changes the T.V. channel.             

4.  multiple   There are multiple sets of twins in the fifth grade class. 

5.  jewel   Casey's dress-up tiara is missing a jewel.           

6.  noodle   This chicken noodle soup is so delicious! I must get the recipe!

7.  kennel   The dogs are happy to play outside together in their new kennel. 

8.  bicycle   Keesha is learning how to ride a bicycle.            

9.  parallel   If two lines are parallel, they will never intersect with each other.  

10.  towel   Did someone forget to bring their towel home from Hannah's birthday party?         

11. cancel   The band had to cancel the concert because one of the members was sick.  

12.  eagle   Somebody spotted a bald eagle in one of the nearby parks recently.       

13.  scramble   Harry's mother will usually scramble eggs for his breakfast.     

14.  carousel   Max wants to ride the carousel at the amusement park. 

15.  wiggle   Justine's baby sister will wiggle and squirm when she doesn't want to be held anymore. 

16.  caramel   The ice cream shop has a new caramel sundae that I'd like to try.   

17.  barrel   If we put a rain barrel outside by the garden, we could use it to water the plants.  

18.  pickle   Sammie's bacon, lettuce, and tomato sandwich came with chips and a pickle. 

19.  middle   It's not a good idea to go outside without a coat in the middle of a Minnesota winter!

20.  couple   A couple of ducks were floating in the pond as we walked by.  

Review Words

21.  wolves  The local population of wolves has increased in the last ten years. 

22.  potatoes  Mr. Sanchez bought a bag of potatoes at the supermarket.    

23.  women   Did you know that women have be featured on American coins? Can you name one?

Challenge Words

24.  wrinkle  The pillowcase didn't have a single wrinkle on it. 

25.  vehicle  That vehicle is falling apart—it shouldn't be on the road!
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